Kitchen & Bathroom Cabinetry
Serene and Seamless
Inova Kitchen & Bathroom Cabinetry combines the ease of one-stop shopping
with the beauty, efficiency, and tranquility of today’s small-space lifestyle. The
combination of multiple disconnected elements in a small living space can be
visually jarring. Whether combined with our TableBeds, Sofa-WallBeds, CabinetBeds, WallBeds, or on their own, Inova Kitchen & Bathroom Cabinetry offers
a serene and seamless visual harmony to a compact living space.

A Place For Everything and Everything In Its Place
What’s Old is New Again
The notion that everything should have a
place to be stored and returned to aer use is
not a new concept, but resonates even more
in today’s compact environments.
Inova, the industry leader in transformative,
space-saving solutions, has brought its skill
and expertise to the world of custom kitchen
and bathroom cabinetry.

Kitchens and Baths
Front View, from Entrance

Custom-built to our clients’ needs
and specifications
Completely customizable in terms of
dimensions, materials and hardware
to fit beautifully within any design or
style
Thoughtful design allows for maximum storage in minimal space
High quality engineering and
construction
Front Elevation, Kitchen Wall

Designed and built in the USA

Case Study (at Left)
Compact units in Milwaukee micro-apartment
development with a long narrow ﬂoor plan.
Entrance closet, kitchen, laundry cabinets,
wardrobes, and TV are against one wall.
A TableBed provides a dining or work table
during the day and a comfortable bed at night.
A sofa ﬁnishes out the living space near the
sliding doors to the terrace. Alternatively, this
could be an Inova Sofa-WallBed providing even
more multi-functional ﬂexibility.
Plan View, Entire Apartment

Kitchen Cabinets
Pantries
Minibars
Kitchen Islands
Refrigeration Drawers
Utility Closets
Bathroom Vanities
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Coordinated solutions for living, working, cooking,
dining, and sleeping, from Inova, the industry leader in
transformative, space-saving solutions.
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